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Preface

I

t is not often that you have a genuine epiphany, but I had one
when I was twenty-four. It was a modest epiphany—a brief
moment when I stumbled onto something simple and striking.
And it has shaped my personal and professional lives in the years
since.
When I was twenty-two, I developed a puzzling pain condition in
both of my arms. I was a musician—a guitarist—and was devoted
enough to music that I took two years off from college to pursue a
career in Los Angeles. By twenty-two I had returned to school but was
still playing as much as possible: performing solo singer-songwriter
gigs around town, leading a youth choir, playing an occasional studio
session, taking a jazz class, and writing and recording in my home
studio. One April day, the morning after hauling my own sound
system to a gig and playing for three hours straight, I woke up with
pain in my right wrist. This sort of thing happened from time to time
when I overdid it. But this time it was different. No matter what I did,
the pain would not go away. By the end of that summer, both of my
arms hurt whenever I did almost anything. Not only was I unable to
play guitar for any length of time, I could not handwrite or type. I was
an English major in college, and taking notes and writing papers were
my bread and butter. The two things I spent most my time doing,
playing and writing, were incredibly painful.
Over the next two years, I went from doctor to doctor, treatment
to treatment, accumulating diagnoses along the way: tendinitis, radial
tunnel syndrome, myofascial pain syndrome, early reflex sympathetic
dystrophy, thoracic outlet syndrome. No diagnosis stuck, and no
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treatment made much difference. To help me get through my classes,
the student disability services at school paid for notetakers. At the
time, dictation software was in its infancy, so I wrote my papers
looking over the shoulders of the many generous friends who volunteered to type for me. Anyone who writes can probably imagine how
excruciating it was to go from rough draft to finished product with an
audience every step of the way. In addition to being in daily pain, I was
constantly anxious about the lack of control I had over my life. I
worried about not knowing what was wrong with me and about how
on earth I was going to get through life without the use of my hands.
My life narrowed considerably as I spent most of my time trying to stay
pain-free. (Readers will notice echoes of my experience in the story of
Valerie in chapter 1.)
In the midst of all of this, the two things that actually helped were
mindfulness and acceptance, the subjects of this book. My therapist
taught me to meditate and encouraged me to read Thich Nhat Hanh,
the Vietnamese Zen master and author. Meditation offered me a new
relationship to my experience, one in which I was more aware and
more patient. Through therapy and meditation, as well as yoga, I
learned to come out of my mind and into the present (to be mindful)
and to let go of struggling with my circumstances and feelings (to be
accepting). When I say I “learned” to do these things, I mean that I
discovered them over and over again, little by little. There was no
final endpoint; mindfulness and acceptance are orientations toward
life we can return to in any given moment. We never “perfect” them.
The pain did not go away, but over time I became a little steadier in
the face of it. And so I was primed for this small epiphany when it
occurred.
I was driving down Highway 880 in Northern California on the
way to have lunch with friends. I was in a lot of pain, having played
guitar earlier in the day in an effort to finish a song I was writing. I
usually avoided playing for more than a few minutes, but that day I
had pushed myself, which I occasionally did when I got frustrated with
being careful all the time. As a result, just holding the steering wheel
hurt. As was my habit in these moments, I was angry and anxious,
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ruminating about how stupid I was for doing anything that would incur
pain.
For some reason, in the midst of all this thinking my mind drifted
to something my yoga teacher had observed a few weeks earlier. I had
expressed reluctance to go deeper into a pose, and she had remarked,
“You are really afraid of pain, aren’t you?” At the time I had thought,
“Of course I am!” as if fear were the only reasonable response to pain.
But in that moment in the car, instead of staying wrapped up in my
fear, I simply noticed my pain as I had learned to notice my breathing
during meditation. I did my best to experience it as it really was. From
this perspective, it was really just a feeling, no more intense than a
muscle pull or a bad sunburn. I also noticed something else: the fear
and the pain were different from one another. The fear was one thing;
the pain was another. Everything that followed the fear—the selfcriticism, the worry about the future, the desperate need to escape—
was just something I added to the pain. I thought to myself, “It’s just
pain. It’s just a sensation.” Right then I felt a small sense of peace and
a spark of joy. I may have even laughed—my memory is a bit fuzzy.
It is not like everything changed overnight, but this moment set
the stage for the next phase of my life. Seeing my pain in this new way
allowed me to look up and see the life I was missing. I eventually
decided I no longer wanted to be a professional patient, and I stopped
seeing doctors all the time. I asked my neurologist if I was in any
danger of making my arms worse by occasionally choosing to do
things that caused me pain. He said, “Probably not,” and I let that be
good enough for me. I decided to put my energy into living my life
instead of desperately trying to protect myself from discomfort. Despite
how difficult finishing my undergraduate degree had been, I eventually went to graduate school and pursued a career in social work. I
discovered a new love, one just as strong as my love of music: helping
people through psychotherapy.
I am not just any kind of psychotherapist, however—I am a social
worker. “Psychotherapist” is just one role social workers inhabit. Social
workers are also caseworkers, school counselors, resource brokers,
educators, agency managers, advocates, social activists, community
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organizers, researchers, and political leaders, and they work in just
about any setting where people seek help. What ties these disparate
roles together is a commitment to viewing human problems as nested
within a greater context. Problems like pain or poverty do not just
exist inside a person, and neither do their solutions. Both problems
and solutions emerge in the dynamic interaction between a person
and his or her environment. This is why the profession of social work
has always focused, to greater and lesser degrees, on social change.
And this is why it is important for me to consider broader contexts
when working with individuals and groups, even when we are just
talking about thoughts and feelings. For example, though I may never
really know the answer, I always question, either out loud or silently to
myself, how dynamics that are bigger than us, like race, class, culture,
and gender, are influencing our relationship. And I do my best to
undermine the inevitable power asymmetry that emerges between the
helper and the person being helped so that dynamics that oppress
others outside of my office do not find their way into my office. And
therefore, more than anything, I try to be a real human being in the
face of real human suffering.
It is my desire to truly be present to the suffering of others, as well
as my experience as a person who has suffered himself, that draws me
to mindfulness and acceptance as tools in the helping process.
Mindfulness and acceptance connect me to others in a way that
simply sitting and listening does not. They open up space for all of my
reactions, even the ones that are not pretty, so that I can face the pain
of my clients the way I have learned to face my own. At the same
time, practicing mindfulness and acceptance creates new possibilities
for my clients and helps facilitate change that is both compassionate
and enduring. Mindfulness-based stress reduction, acceptance and
commitment therapy, dialectical behavior therapy, and the other
models described in this book have offered me comprehensive, wellrealized approaches for bringing mindfulness and acceptance to bear
in my practice, and I hope readers will be as inspired by them as I have
been.
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Almost twenty years to the day after I woke up with pain in my
right wrist, I still have the same problem: my arms hurt whenever I do
most things. Though there is still no explanation, I have found medications that make it less intense, and mindfulness continues to help
me experience it for what it is: merely another sensation in my body.
Despite daily pain, I think I can say I lead a fulfilling life. And the
pain has been an integral part of shaping that fulfillment. If someone
were to offer to take it away tomorrow, I would not hesitate. But I
would not change the last twenty years for anything.
—Matthew S. Boone
July 2013
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